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“Re-Di” is short for “re-distributor”. In the independent distribution channel represented 
by the ISSA (international sanitary supply association), there are a number of master 
distributors that only sell to re-sellers not directly to the end-user.
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Distributors: why Use RD’s?
Consolidate many small line buys into One
Source for some, contract special items
Items delivered 2X/week v. 4X/year:

Turn faster
Stock less ( 1x free cash source; pay down debt)
Have less excess stock; less stock-outs
Higher fill-rates builds order size and service value
50% of incremental order GM$s past breakeven flow 
through to the bottom line (under-exploited!)

The point in intalics refers to what happens if a distributor has higher fill-rates which in 
turn allow for larger (fully complete) orders. If the order has enough margin to be net-
profitable, then 50% of any additional margin from any additional size due to higher fill 
rates will flow-through to the bottom line. There is nothing more powerful to building 
profits than to: 1) Sell more core item margin on 2) a larger, net-profitable order. 
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Untapped Potential for RD’s? (1)
Supply-chain cost/profit boundaries for RD’s?
Is the future already here in other channels?
Big Volume WMT SKUs (7% => 70% of sales) go 
100% through RDCs. (Not in jan-san!)
CoLinx: factory co-op for ALL LTL shipments in 
bearings/power-transmission channel
Dot Foods tracks rebates for factories and 
buying-group labels in foodservice channel

The success of master distribution centers by players in other channels illustrate how 
under-utilized the MDC potential is within ALL independent distribution channels due to 
legacy thinking.
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Untapped Potential for RD’s?(2)
Long-tail items (RD’s ship direct for D’s):

USSCO: virtual stationers and Betty Mills
AMZ & SearsPartsDirect “dis-intermediate”
Work together to “re-intermediate” direct sales!

Small GM$/pick items:
Hillman Group: washers for hardware stores
Lawson: end-user-centric, on-premise system
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Immediate Conclusions:
The RD space in Jan-San is under-utilized?
Most Manufacturers and Distributors have no 
supply-chain data for: 

“margin $’s less cost S’s =profit-at-the-SKU-level”
The century old, one-process-serves-all-SKUs model 
could be broken into precision, supply-chain 
solutions. How? When? 

Get line-item profit/loss information
“Live into the questions”
Eat an elephant in most tasty, bite-size experiments

So much for the big-picture vision opportunities, the rest of the show is a cook-book, how-
to recipe that any channel player in any channel can use right now.
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Steps to Line Item Profit Results
Rent & edit or create optimum “cost-model”
Sum/rank line-item/pick profit/losses two ways:

By item => By Supplier => “Whale Curve”
By order => Customer => Segment & Territories

Analyze Extremes for: “why” profits/losses?
Design “Scripts” to exploit these insights
Track with “net profit improvement” (reports)
Pay everyone on “net profit improvement”

All subscribers to Waypoint Analytics’ “quantum profit management service” can get “net-
profit” information, ranking reports and “whale curves” for: items, suppliers, customers, 
customer pools and sales territories. This slide summarizes the 6 general, chronological 
steps that a distributor can take to dramatically improve their profitability, growth rate and 
change management agility. Just schedule a management team go-to-meeting demo with 
Waypoint and get excited.
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SKU Profit “Whale Curve”

This chart summarizes the cumulative net-profits of all active items for a Waypoint 
subscriber from the most profitable items on the far left to the biggest losing ones on the 
right which comprise the “tail of the whale”. The tail ends at $200K which is the financial 
operating profit for this company. But, they did make over $1MM in net profit from their 
best 1000 items before they started eating up the peak profit with losing products in the 
tail.
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Supplier Whale Curve

All of the net-profits and losses for items bought from one supplier can be summed up by 
supplier. The suppliers in turn can be ranked and whale-charted by profitability. The peak 
profit level generated by about 80 of the 230 suppliers hits only $700K (vs the 1MM+ for 
sku’s and the 200K financial profits), because most suppliers have both profitable and 
unprofitable items which reduce the total supplier net profit number. Focusing on the most 
profitable SKUs is the most powerful pure-play opportunity.
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Different “Peak Profits” for Each Lens?

In Waypoint any net-profit perspective can be cross-analyzed by subsidiary perspectives. 
By example, the biggest losing sales territory must have some of the biggest losing 
customers in it, they in turn have to be buying some of the biggest losing items (in small, 
frequent, money-losing orders). The biggest losing items in turn come from vendors that in 
total will be the most unprofitable. If we therefore work with our most profitable suppliers 
on selling a bit more of the most profitable items, we get huge returns for small 
investments and efforts that ripple through the other net-profit perspectives. In a similar 
way, if we work with our most unprofitable suppliers on rethinking how we sell their most 
popular AND most unprofitable items, we can get huge profit swing results. 
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Sidebar: 
Which SKUs get Private Labeled?

Massively profitable/popular items cloned
What does this do to manufacturers’ math?
Distributors/retailers’ profits over-estimated:
50% of retail clones are not profitable. Why?

Same GM$s & Redundant line/investment
Longer lead-times: higher safety stock; 
lower fill-rates; reverse substitution/pricing 
problem

How to exploit upside of best branded SKUs?

The whale curve in slide 7 for SKUs shows how fantastically profitable some items are, 
because manufacturers (unknowingly?) hold a huge price umbrella over them and use the 
huge profits to cross-subsidize too many items that are unprofitable: at least with a one-
size, fits-all channel-selling/cost process. If the most popular and most profitable items 
have not already been private-labeled, then what is the joint opportunity that a 
manufacturer and best distributors have for beefing up those few, best items for better 
local fill-rates?
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Ideas Wealth
3-stage process:

1. vision (“good health”)
2. guidelines (good diet, exercise)
3. kaizen step; recipe “scripts”(e.g.)

whole milk skim  
French-fried automation

a focus that works / scales.
ordinary folks extraordinary 
work/results

If we want to make money from whale curve insights, then we have to go through these 
three steps and get to a repeatable, simple formula that ordinary people can use to get 
extra-ordinary results.
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Elements In a Change Program*
RIDER = rational part of our brain
ELEPHANT = other 90%; emotional / irrational 
PATH = environment that shapes/guides us
BRIGHT SPOTS = very best, sub-elements
SCRIPT = 2-3 part recipe that rider can follow

…and visual, visceral, compelling for elephant 

* from the book Switch

These are key terms from the best new change management book entitled “Switch”. Check 
out its reviews at Amazon.
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Script Design: Concepts/Tools
Get High-ROI: Power Law (bright spot) Thinking

20/80 x 20/80 = 4/64 (customers => sales)
20/140 (customers => net profit)
1% 35-50 net profit
30% SKUs 250 - 500% of op. profit (why?)

Case: 0.4% of active 50% 
25% operating profit
10% of peak profit

A well-known example of a “power law” is Pareto’s 20% of the citizens in any type of 
economy will have 80% of the wealth. SKU whale curve’s reveal that .4% (20) SKUs can 
generate 50% of the financial operating profits of a distribution business.
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Concept / Tools: 9F’s*
Fail - it’s an experiment
Forward - toward a theoretical vision
Factually - data-driven decision making
Fearlessly - kaizen step: no down, just up
Frugally - small, simple, fast is cheap
Faithfully - we will learn more than we spend
Flexibly - soft eyes will see valuable surprises     
with Fun - beats stale, dying, profitless path
Fast - do it now to start fun snowball

* http://merrifield.com/articles/Think_Big_Act_Small.pdf

For an entire slide show on this way of thinking with much more annotation than this one, 
see slide show #22 at www.merrifield.com.
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Choose which Showcase Partners? 
Pick suppliers / customers who are:

super-friendly
cooperative, open-minded
perhaps innovative
not spooked by the size of the experiment
able to share data: before, during, after 
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#5 Most Profitable: “Cloverleaf”

In an actual distributor case study, the distributor picked one of their most profitable 
suppliers code-named “cloverleaf”.
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Cloverleaf SKU Whale Curve

From Cloverleaf, the distributor bought and stocked over 100 items. About 90 generated 
$80K in net profit (remember this guy only has 200K in operating profit).
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Script Case: 
Fill-rates & Flow-Thru $s

Fill-rates are foundational, service-value metric
Fill-rates are programmed crudely (?)
Fill-rates on best items are overstated:

don’t have it, go elsewhere or subs aren’t 
deducted
substitute away from most popular item 
(or line) shares out demand appeal and 
restocking to clones
Why not “beef” the most profitable/popular 
items?

The distributor was using a very simplistic and crude way of trying to have fill-rates for “A”
items be higher than “B”s etc.
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Pick Top 7 Most Popular to Beef ?

Working with Cloverleaf, they picked a few of the most profitable items to beef up. The 
supplier gave the distributor extra dating for the incremental inventory investment in 
return for access to the “net-profit improvement” tracking results.
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Real Case Study Math
10,000+ SKUs from 329 Vendors
4,947 SKUs had 1+ picks in past 12 months
(True cost/value of dead 5,000? Root causes?)
2,000 of top 5,000 $500K in peak profits
Bottom 3,000 $300K loss
Net Operating Profit:  $200K on $20MM in sales
From a most profitable vendor: 259 SKUs (& some 
were losers for different day & script)
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Experiment With the Vendor
Picked 20 SKUS:  most profitable & popular
20/259 in line; 20/5000 = 0.4% of active SKUs
Generated: $50K in profits equal to:

25% of operating profit; 
10% of peak profits from top 2,000 items 

Beefed the 20 by X% with extended dating(?)
Tracked delta increases vs. rest of line & subs
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Track Net Profit Change by SKU 
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What Did Partners Discover?
20 items up 28% over baseline
Sub-items sales dropped by 13%
Net increase in sales: 15%
Delta Net Profit up 45% for 20 items

50K 72.5 annualized
11.25% theoretical annual increase in 
operating profit

Profits on sub-items off by 5%

The beefed up items increased in sales over non-beefed items by 28%. The normal 
competitive items that were used as substitutes if and when the target items were out of 
stock, dropped by 13%. The supplier stole back market share from the competitive lines 
not only within the distributor’s business, but probably within the trading area from other 
distributors who had stock outs on target items.
The net-profit on the target items went up by 45% - more than the 28% in sales- because 
of the elimination of back-orders and split-shipments from other branches for 
understocked target items. For no work, operating profits were significantly impacted.
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How Can This Experiment Scale?
Initial showcase supplier wants to:

Beef the next 10+ skus (old script extended)
Losing item experiments? (new scripts)
“Switch Over Program” from weakest, 
competing, redundant lines  (new scripts)

“Weed to Feed” Feed our best:
(suppliers; reps; customers); 
then weed the losers.  
Subtle but big difference? 

Reps boost value => “supply-chain” profits   
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Summary Thoughts (1):
Without cost-to-process/serve information, 
everybody has their own, rough R-D guidelines.
A net-profit improvement system is now quickly, 
frugally available on outsourced, shared-cost, 
cloud-service basis. 
There’s lots of win-win-win upside for new, 
R-D “apps”
First (end-to-end) movers can (via “scripts”):

Exploit super-profitable SKUs with “beefing”
Transform super-losers with alt. supply-chain 
processes

In summary, every manufacturer with a distribution center and every distributor should sit 
in on a go-to-meeting demo of the Waypoint service to at least know what your 
competitors might eventually be doing to you.
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Summary Thoughts (2):
More Generally:

Live into alternate-channel, solutions-as-
our-visions questions? 
Start with safe 9F, bite-sized, “script”
experiments 

AND
The path towards proven patterns for RD space 

will emerge for the curious and proactive.
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Waypoint Analytics?
No other “business analytics” vendor provides 
all steps in slide #6 (tuned to distribution 
activities) with virtual, go-to-meeting 
consulting at breakthrough ROI economics.
www.waypointanalytics.com
www.quantumprofitmanagement.com
www.merrifield.com/quantum
bruce@merrifield.com
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